
Government to take Concrete Steps for
Re-Energizing Capital Goods,
Automotive and Heavy Industries

Mr Anant Geete, Minister for Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises, today
assured Indian manufacturers that the Government would take

Over 6.26 lakh people win prizes worth
Rs.97.07 crore as a part of NITI
Aayog’s Digital payment promotion
schemes

More than 6,26,000 people have won prizes worth Rs. 97.07 crore as a part of
NITI Aayog’s digital payment promotion schemes to give a boost to cashless
economy across the country till since 25th December last year till 30th
January this year.

Notice: ME6 5AX, Smurfit Kappa UK Ltd:
environmental permit issued

The Environment Agency publish permits that they issue under the Industrial
Emissions Directive (IED).

This decision includes the permit and decision document for:

Operator name: Smurfit Kappa UK Ltd
Installation name: Snodland Paper Mill
Permit number: EPR/BJ7433IQ/V005
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Only Labour will rewrite the rules of
our economy and deliver the investment
needed to rebuild and transform our
country – John McDonnell

John McDonnell MP, Labour’s Shadow
Chancellor, commenting on today’s growth forecast
from the Bank of England, said:

“While we welcome today’s growth forecasts, projections for wage
growth in coming years have been cut. This will come as little surprise to
those whose incomes are still below where they were ten years ago as a result
of a rigged economy under the Tories.

“Yesterday the Resolution Foundation warned of the worst period of
income growth for middle and low earners since the 1960s. After seven years
of
Tory failure, there is little sign of an end to the pressure on living
standards for most of the population.”

“Only Labour will rewrite the rules of our economy and deliver the
investment needed to rebuild and transform our country so that no one and no
community is left behind.”

India and Italy Sign an MOU for
Technical Cooperation in Rail Sector
Especially on Safety Related Subjects

Ministry of Railways and Ferrovie Dello Stato Italiane Group (FS Group) a
Government Company of Italy managing the Italian railway sector have signed
an MoU for technical cooperation in rail sector especially in the areas
safety in train operations.
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